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Fulling, King, Wybourne and Cummings (FKWC) have proposed to expand systematically the
Riemann polynomials encountered in the context of field theories in curved spacetime on standard
bases constructed from group theoretical considerations. They have also displayed such bases for
scalar Riemann polynomials of order eight or less in the derivatives of the metric tensor and for
tensorial Riemann polynomials of order six or less. Here we provide a slightly modified version of
the FKWC-bases as well as an important list of geometrical relations we have used in recent works.
These relations are independent of the dimension of spacetime. In our opinion, they are helpful
to achieve quickly and easily, by hand, very tedious calculations as well as, of course, to provide
irreducible expressions for all the results obtained. They could be very helpful to people working
in gravitational physics and more particularly (i) to treat some aspects of the classical theory of
gravitational waves such as the radiation reaction problem and (ii) to deal with regularization and
renormalization of quantum field theories, of stochastic semiclassical gravity and of higher-order
theories of gravity.
PACS numbers: 04.62.+v
Calculations which must be carried out in the context
of field theories defined on curved spacetimes are non-
trivial due to the systematic occurrence, in the expres-
sions involved, of Riemann polynomials. These polyno-
mials are formed from the Riemann tensor by covariant
differentiation, multiplication and contraction and their
complexity, degree and number rapidly increase with the
precision of the approximations needed or with the di-
mension of the gravitational background considered. Fur-
thermore, the results of these calculations may be dark-
ened because of the non-uniqueness of their final forms.
Indeed, the symmetries of the Riemann tensor as well as
Bianchi identities can not be used in a uniform manner
and monomials formed from the Riemann tensor may
be linearly dependent in non-trivial ways. In Ref. [1],
Fulling, King, Wybourne and Cummings (FKWC) have
proposed to cure these problems by expanding systemat-
ically the Riemann polynomials encountered in calcula-
tions on standard bases constructed from group theoret-
ical considerations. They have also displayed such bases
for scalar Riemann polynomials of order eight or less in
the derivatives of the metric tensor and for tensorial Rie-
mann polynomials of order six or less.
The FKWC-paper has been mainly used in supergrav-
ity and string theory but, unfortunately, it has been
rather ignored by people working in the context of field
theories in curved spacetime. This is a pity because it
could be very helpful in order to simplify considerably a
lot of calculations. In the present paper, we shall pro-
vide a slightly modified version of the FKWC-bases as
well as a list of geometrical relations we have used in
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recent articles [2, 3] dealing with renormalization of the
stress-energy tensor or which, in our opinion, are im-
portant bearing in mind many other aspects of classical
and quantum field theories in curved spacetime. The re-
sults displayed here are independent of the dimension of
spacetime and they have permitted us to achieve rather
quickly and easily, by hand, very tedious calculations as
well as to provide irreducible expressions for all our re-
sults. The slight modification of the FKWC-bases has
been mainly done in order to accelerate these calcula-
tions and more particularly the steps involving covariant
differentiation and contraction of Riemann polynomials.
We do not intend to publish our results in a regular sci-
entific journal but we have decided to distribute them
through the arXiv because we are confident they could
be very helpful for other people working in gravitational
physics and more particularly (i) to treat some aspects
of the classical theory of gravitational waves such as the
radiation reaction problem and (ii) to deal with regular-
ization and renormalization of quantum field theories, of
stochastic semiclassical gravity and of higher-order theo-
ries of gravity.
In this paper, we shall use the FKWC-notations Rrs,q
and Rr{λ1... } to denote respectively the space of Riemann
polynomials of rank r (number of free indices), order s
(number of differentiations of the metric tensor) and de-
gree q (number of factors ∇pR......) and the space of Rie-
mann polynomials of rank r spanned by contractions of
products of the type ∇λ1R....... We refer to the FKWC-
article [1] for more precisions on these notations and rigor
on the subject. Furthermore, we shall use the geometri-
cal conventions of Hawking and Ellis [4] concerning the
definitions of the scalar curvature R, the Ricci tensor Rµν
and the Riemann tensor Rµνρσ . The geometrical identi-
ties we shall display below and which could be helpful
2in order to eliminate “spurious” Riemann monomials of
order up to six by expressing them in terms of elements
of FKWC-bases have been derived (i) from the commu-
tation of covariant derivatives in the form
T ρ...σ...;νµ − T
ρ...
σ...;µν =
+RρτµνT
τ...
σ... + · · · −R
τ
σµνT
ρ...
τ ... − . . . (1)
and (ii) from the “symmetry” properties of the Ricci
and the Riemann tensors (pair symmetry, antisymmetry,
cyclic symmetry)
Rab = Rba (2a)
Rabcd = Rcdab (2b)
Rabcd = −Rbacd and Rabcd = −Rabdc (2c)
Rabcd +Radbc +Racdb = 0 (2d)
as well as (iii) from the Bianchi identity and its conse-
quences obtained by contraction of index pairs
Rabcd;e +Rabec;d +Rabde;c = 0 (3a)
R ;dabcd = Rac;b −Rbc;a (3b)
R ;bab = (1/2)R;a. (3c)
A. FKWC-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank
0 (scalars) and orders up to six
The most general expression for a scalar of order six or
less in derivatives of the metric tensor is obtained by ex-
panding it on the FKWC-basis for Riemann polynomials
of rank 0 and order 6 or less. This basis is composed of
the 22 following elements or scalar Riemann monomials
[1]:
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 0 and order
2 (1 element).
R
0
2,1 : R (4)
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 0 and order
4 (4 elements).
R
0
4,1 : R
R
0
4,2 : R
2 RpqR
pq RpqrsR
pqrs (5)
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 0 and order
6 (17 elements).
R
0
6,1 : R
R
0
{2,0} : RR R;pqR
pq RpqR
pq Rpq;rsR
prqs
R
0
{1,1} : R;pR
;p Rpq;rR
pq;r Rpq;rR
pr;q Rpqrs;tR
pqrs;t
R
0
6,3 : R
3 RRpqR
pq RpqR
p
rR
qr RpqRrsR
prqs
RRpqrsR
pqrs RpqR
p
rstR
qrst
RpqrsR
pquvRrsuv RprqsR
p q
u vR
rusv (6)
This basis is a natural one and is often used in this form
in literature. However, it should be noted that certain
authors prefer to use the scalar monomial RpqrsR
pqrs
instead of the scalar monomial Rpq;rsR
prqs. This is the
case of Gilkey in Refs. [5, 6]. This choice is only a matter
of taste because these two terms appear equally in the
calculations carried out in field theory and the elimina-
tion of one of them can be achieved by using the identity
RpqrsR
pqrs = 4Rpq;rsR
prqs + 2RpqR
p
rstR
qrst
−RpqrsR
pq
uvR
rsuv
− 4RprqsR
p q
u vR
rusv (7)
In the context of field theories in curved space-
time, other Riemann monomials of rank 0 and orders
4 or 6 such as RpqrsRrqps, RpqR
pr
;qr , R
prqsRpquvR
uv
rs ,
R rspq R
puqvRrusv and RprqsR
puqvRr sv u can be encoun-
tered. They are not in the FKWC-basis (4)-(6) and they
can be eliminated (i.e., expanded on the FKWC-basis)
from the geometrical identities
RpqrsRrqps =
1
2
RpqrsRpqrs (8)
RpqR
pr;q
r =
1
2
R;pqR
pq+RpqR
p
rR
qr
−RpqRrsR
prqs (9)
and
RprqsRpquvR
uv
rs =
1
2
RpqrsR
pquvRrsuv (10a)
R rspq R
puqvRrusv =
1
4
RpqrsR
pquvRrsuv (10b)
RprqsR
puqvRr sv u = −
1
4
RpqrsR
pquvRrsuv
+RprqsR
p q
u vR
rusv (10c)
B. FKWC-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 1
(vectors) and orders up to 6
The most general expression for a covariant vector of
order six or less in derivatives of the metric tensor is ob-
tained by expanding it on the FKWC-basis for Riemann
polynomials of rank 1 and order 6 or less. This basis is
composed of the 8 following elements or vector Riemann
monomials [1]:
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 1 and order
3 (1 element).
R
1
3,1 : R;a (11)
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 1 and order
5 (7 elements).
R
1
5,1 : (R);a
R
1
5,2 : RR;a R
;pRpa R
pqRpq;a R
pqRpa;q
Rpq;rRrqpa R
pqrsRpqrs;a (12)
Here, it should be noted that we have slightly modified
the FKWC-basis of Ref. [1]. Indeed, we have replaced the
3term Rpq;rRprqa proposed in Ref. [1] by its opposite given
by Rpq;rRrqpa for obvious mnemotechnic reasons.
In the context of field theories in curved spacetime,
other Riemann monomials of rank 1 and order 5 such as
(R;a), (R
p
a);p and R
pqrsRpqra;s can be encountered.
They are not in the FKWC-basis (11)-(12) and they can
be eliminated (i.e., expanded on the FKWC-basis) from
the geometrical identities
(R;a) = (R);a +R
;pRpa (13)
and
(Rpa);p =
1
2
(R);a +R
;pRpa −R
pqRpq;a
+2RpqRpa;q + 2R
pq;rRrqpa (14)
and
RpqrsRpqra;s =
1
2
RpqrsRpqrs;a (15)
C. FKWC-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank
2 and orders up to 6
The most general expression for a tensor of rank 2
(more precisely of type (0,2)) and of order six or less in
derivatives of the metric tensor is obtained by expanding
it on the FKWC-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank
2 and order 6 or less. This basis is composed of the 29
following elements [1]:
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 2 and order
2 (1 element).
R
2
2,1 : Rab (16)
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 2 and order
4 (6 elements).
R
2
4,1 : R;ab Rab
R
2
4,2 : RRab RpaR
p
b R
pqRpaqb R
pqr
aRpqrb
(17)
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 2 and order
6 (22 elements).
R
2
6,1 : (R);ab Rab
R
2
{2,0} : RR;ab (R)Rab R;paR
p
b RRab RpaR
p
b
RpqRpq;ab R
pqRpa;bq R
pqRab;pq R
;pqRpaqb
(Rpq)Rpaqb R
pq;r
aRrqpb R
p ;qr
a Rpqrb
RpqrsRpqrs;ab
R
2
{1,1} : R;aR;b R;pR
p
a;b R;pR
;p
ab R
pq
;aRpq;b
Rpq;aRbp;q R
p
a;qR
;q
pb R
p
a;qR
q
b;p
Rpq;rRrqpa;b R
pq;rRpaqb;r R
pqrs
;aRpqrs;b
Rpqra;sR
;s
pqrb
R
2
6,3 : R
2Rab RRpaR
p
b R
pqRpqRab R
pqRpaRqb
RRpqRpaqb R
prRqrRpaqb R
pqRraRrqpb
RRpqraRpqrb RabR
pqrsRpqrs R
p
aR
qrs
pRqrsb
RpqRrspaRrsqb RpqR
prqsRrasb
RpqR
prs
aR
q
rsb R
pqrsRpqtaR
t
rs b
RprqsRtpqaRtrsb R
pqr
sRpqrtR
s t
a b (18)
Here again, we have slightly modified the FKWC-basis
of Ref. [1]:
i) In R2{2,0} we have replaced the term R
pqRpa;qb
proposed in Ref. [1] by the term RpqRpa;bq. We think it
is more interesting to work with the latter which directly
reduces to an element of the scalar basis (4)-(6) by con-
traction on the free indices a and b. In fact, these two
terms are linked by the geometrical identity
RpqRpa;qb = R
pqRpa;bq +R
prRqrRpaqb +R
pqRraRrqpb
(19)
so it is easy to return to the original FKWC-basis.
ii) We have replaced the term Rpq;raRprqb of
R
2
{2,0}, the term R
pq;rRprqa;b of R
2
{1,1} and the term
RpqRraRprqb of R
2
6,3 proposed in Ref. [1] by their op-
posites respectively given by Rpq;raRrqpb, R
pq;rRrqpa;b
and RpqRraRrqpb. This choice has been done for obvious
mnemotechnic reasons.
In the context of field theories in curved spacetime,
other Riemann monomials of rank 2 and orders 4 or 6
which are not in the FKWC-basis (16)-(18) are system-
atically encountered. They can be eliminated (i.e., ex-
panded on the FKWC-basis) more or less trivially by us-
ing more particularly the 15 following geometrical iden-
tities:
RpqraRrqpb =
1
2 R
pqr
aRpqrb (20)
and
(R;ab) = (R);ab + 2R;p(aR
p
b)
−2R;pqRpaqb −R;pR
;p
ab + 2R;pR
p
(a;b) (21)
and
Rp ;qra Rrqpb =
1
2
RsaR
pqr
sRpqrb−
1
2
RpqRrspaRrsqb (22)
4and
Rpq;rRraqb;p = R
pq;rRrqpb;a +R
pq;rRpaqb;r (23)
and
Rpqrs;aRpqrb;s =
1
2
Rpqrs;aRpqrs;b, (24a)
Rprsa;qR
q
srb;p =
1
4
Rpqrs;aRpqrs;b (24b)
and
RpqrsRpqra;sb =
1
2
RpqrsRpqrs;ab (25a)
RpqrsRpqra;bs =
1
2
RpqrsRpqrs;ab −R
pqr
sRpqrtR
s t
a b
+
1
2
RpqrsRpqtaR
t
rs b + 2R
prqsRtpqaRtrsb (25b)
and
RpqraRpqrb = −2R
pq;r
bRrqpa − 2R
p ;qr
b Rpqra
+RpbR
qrs
pRqrsa +R
pqRrspaRrsqb
−RpqrsRpqtaR
t
rs b − 4R
prqsRtpqaRtrsb (26)
and
RpqRpaqb = R
pqRpq;(ab) − 2R
pqRp(a;b)q +R
pqRab;pq
−2RpqRr(aR|rqp|b) − 2R
pqRrspaRrsqb
−2RpqR
prqsRrasb + 2RpqR
prs
aR
q
rsb (27)
and
RpqR
prs
aR
q
srb = RpqR
prs
aR
q
rsb
−
1
2
RpqRrspaRrsqb (28a)
RpqR
rsp
aR
q
rsb = −
1
2
RpqRrspaRrsqb (28b)
and
RpqrsRtpqaRtrsb =
1
4
RpqrsRpqtaR
t
rs b (29a)
RpqrsRpqtaR
t
rsb = −
1
2
RpqrsRpqtaR
t
rs b (29b)
RprqsRpqtaR
t
rs b =
1
2
RpqrsRpqtaR
t
rs b (29c)
RprqsRtpqaRtsrb = R
prqsRtpqaRtrsb
−
1
4
RpqrsRpqtaR
t
rs b (29d)
RprqsRpqtaR
t
srb =
1
4
RpqrsRpqtaR
t
rs b (29e)
It should be noted that there also exists a lot of other
relations involving terms cubic in the Riemann tensor
which are useful in calculations but they can be obtained
trivially from the five previous ones.
D. FKWC-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank
3 and orders up to 6
The most general expression for a tensor of rank 3
(more precisely of type (0,3)) and of order six or less in
derivatives of the metric tensor is obtained by expanding
it on the FKWC-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank
3 and order 6 or less. This basis is composed of the 12
following elements [1]:
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 3 and order
3 (1 element).
R
3
3,1 : Rab;c (30)
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 3 and order
5 (11 elements).
R
3
5,1 : R;abc (Rab);c
R
3
5,2 : R;aRbc RRab;c R
p
aRpb;c R
p
aRbc;p
R;pRpabc R
pq
;aRpbqc R
p ;q
a Rpbqc
RpqRpaqb;c R
pqr
aRpqrb;c (31)
Here, we have modified the FKWC-basis of Ref. [1]
by choosing to omit their Rp ;qa Rpqbc term which is ex-
plicitly antisymmetric on b and c and which vanishes by
contraction on these indices because it can be expanded
as
Rp ;qa Rpqbc = R
p ;q
a Rpbqc −R
p ;q
a Rpcqb. (32)
In Ref. [1], Fulling, King, Wybourne and Cummings have
kept such a term because they have chosen to consider
that Rp ;qa Rpbqc does not generate any contribution anti-
symmetric in b and c.
In the context of field theories in curved spacetime,
other Riemann monomials of rank 3 and order 5 such as
(Rab;c), R
pqr
aRrbqc;p and R
pqr
aRrqpb;c can be encoun-
tered. They are not in the FKWC-basis (30)-(31) and
they can be eliminated (i.e., expanded on the FKWC-
basis) from the geometrical identities
(Rab;c) = (Rab);c + 2R
p
(aR|pc|;b) − 2R
p
(aRb)c;p
+RpcRab;p − 4R
p ;q
(a R|p|b)qc (33)
and
RpqraRrbqc;p = −
1
2 R
pqr
aRpqrb;c (34a)
RpqraRrqpb;c =
1
2 R
pqr
aRpqrb;c (34b)
E. FKWC-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 4
and orders up to 6
The most general expression for a tensor of rank 4
(more precisely of type (0,4)) and of order six or less in
derivatives of the metric tensor is obtained by expanding
it on the FKWC-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank
54 and order 6 or less. This basis is composed of the 48
following elements [1]:
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 4 and order
2 (1 element).
R
4
2,1 : Rabcd (35)
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 4 and order
4 (5 elements).
R
4
4,1 : Rab;cd
R
4
4,2 : RabRcd RRabcd R
p
aRpbcd R
p q
a bRpcqd
(36)
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 4 and order
6 (42 elements).
R
4
6,1 : R;abcd (Rab);cd
R
4
{2,0} : R;abRcd RRab;cd RabRcd R
p
aRpb;cd
RpaRbc;dp (R)Rabcd R
;p
aRpbcd
(Rpa)Rpbcd R
pq
;abRpcqd R
p q
a;b Rpcqd
R ;pqab Rpcqd R
pqRpaqb;cd R
pqr
aRpqrb;cd
R
4
{1,1} : R;aRbc;d R
p
a;bRpc;d R
p
a;bRcd;p R
;p
ab Rcd;p
R;pRpabc;d R
pq
;aRpbqc;d R
p ;q
a Rpbqc;d
Rpqra;bRpqrc;d R
p q ;r
a b Rpcqd;r
R
4
6,3 : RRabRcd RabR
p
cRpd R
2Rabcd RR
p
aRpbcd
RpqRpqRabcd RabR
pqRpcqd R
p
aR
q
bRpcqd
RpqRpaRqbcd RR
p q
a bRpcqd RabR
pqr
cRpqrd
RpaR
r s
p bRrcsd R
pqRrpqaRrbcd
RpqRrapbRrcqd RabcdR
pqrsRpqrs
RqrspR
p
abcRqrsd R
prqsRpaqbRrcsd
Rp qa bR
rs
pcRrsqd R
p q
a bR
rs
p cRqrsd (37)
It should be noted that we have modified the FKWC-
basis of Ref. [1]:
i) In R4{2,0} we have replaced the term R
p
aRbc;pd
proposed in Ref. [1] by the term RpaRbc;dp because it is
more interesting to work with the latter which directly
reduces to an element of the basis (16)-(18) by contrac-
tion on the free indices c and D. In fact, it is easy to
return to the original FKWC-basis by using the geomet-
rical identity
RpaRbc;pd = R
p
aRbc;dp +R
p
aR
q
bRpdqc +R
p
aR
q
cRpdqb
(38)
which links these two Riemann monomials.
ii) InR4{2,0} we have replaced the termR
p ;q
a bRpcqd
proposed in Ref. [1] by the term Rp qa;b Rpcqd which di-
rectly reduces to an element of the basis (16)-(18) by
contraction on the free indices a and b. It is easy to re-
turn to the original FKWC-basis by using the geometrical
identity
Rp ;qa bRpcqd = R
p q
a;b Rpcqd −R
p
aR
r s
p bRrcsd
+RpqRrbpaRrdqc (39)
which links these two Riemann monomials.
iii) We have furthermore replaced the terms
RpqR rp qaRrbcd and R
pqR rp abRqcrd of R
4
6,3 which
have been proposed in Ref. [1] by their opposites
RpqRrpqaRrbcd, R
pqRrpabRrcqd for obvious mnemotech-
nic reasons.
iv) We have finally omitted in the origi-
nal FKWC-basis of Ref. [1] the term RpqabRpqcd
in R44,2, the term R
p ;q
a Rpqbc;d in R
4
{1,1} and the
terms RpaR
q
bRpqcd, RR
pq
abRpqcd, R
p
aR
rs
pbRrscd,
RpqRrpabRrqcd, R
pqRrpabRrcqd, R
pqrsRpqabRrscd,
RpqabR
rs
pcRrsqd and R
pq
abR
rs
p cRqrsd in R
4
6,3 because
we prefer to expand them on the remaining terms as
RpqabRpqcd = 2R
p q
a bRpcqd − 2R
p q
a bRpdqc (40)
and
Rp ;qa Rpqbc;d = R
p ;q
a Rpbqc;d −R
p ;q
a Rpcqb;d (41)
and
RpaR
q
bRpqcd = R
p
aR
q
bRpcqd −R
p
aR
q
bRpdqc (42)
and
RRpqabRpqcd = 2RR
p q
a bRpcqd − 2RR
p q
a bRpdqc (43)
and
RpaR
rs
pbRrscd = 2R
p
aR
r s
p bRrcsd − 2R
p
aR
r s
p bRrdsc
(44)
and
RpqRrpabRrqcd = R
pqRrapbRrcqd −R
pqRrbpaRrcqd
−RpqRrapbRrdqc +R
pqRrbpaRrdqc (45a)
RpqRrpabRrcqd = R
pqRrapbRrcqd −R
pqRrbpaRrcqd
(45b)
and
RpqrsRpqabRrscd = 4R
prqsRpaqbRrcsd−4R
prqsRpaqbRrdsc
(46)
and
RpqabR
rs
pcRrsqd = R
p q
a bR
rs
pcRrsqd −R
p q
a bR
rs
pdRrsqc
(47a)
RpqabR
rs
p cRqrsd = R
p q
a bR
rs
p cRqrsd −R
p q
a bR
rs
p dRqrsc
(47b)
In the context of field theories in curved spacetime,
other Riemann monomials of rank 4 and orders 4 or 6
6which are not in the FKWC-basis (35)-(37) are system-
atically encountered. They can be eliminated (i.e., ex-
panded on the FKWC-basis) more or less trivially by
using the “symmetry” properties of the Ricci and the
Riemann tensors (2a)-(2d), the Bianchi identity and its
consequences (3a)-(3c) as well as from the commutation
of covariant derivatives in the form (1). Among the mul-
titude of geometrical identities which can be obtained in
this context we have retained more particularly the fol-
lowing ones:
Rp qa bRpqcd = R
p q
a bRpcqd −R
p q
a bRpdqc (48)
and
Rabcd = Rac;bd −Rbc;ad −Rad;bc +Rbd;ac
+RpcRpdab −R
p
dRpcab
+2Rp qa dRpbqc − 2R
p q
a cRpbqd
−2Rp qa bRpcqd + 2R
p q
a bRpdqc (49)
and
Rpqra;bRrqpc;d =
1
2 R
pqr
a;bRpqrc;d (50a)
Rpqra;bRrcqd;p = −
1
2 R
pqr
a;bRpqrc;d (50b)
and
RpqraRrqpb;cd =
1
2 R
pqr
aRpqrb;cd (51a)
RpqraRrbqc;pd = −
1
2 R
pqr
aRpqrb;cd (51b)
and
Rp qa bRpcqd = R
pq
;cdRpaqb −R
p q
c;d Rpbqa
−Rp qd;c Rpaqb +R
;pq
cd Rpaqb
+RpcR
r s
p dRrbsa +R
p
dR
r s
p cRrbsa
+RpqRrapbRrcqd −R
pqRrapbRrdqc
−2RprqsRpaqbRrcsd
−Rp qa bR
rs
pcRrsqd −R
p q
a bR
rs
pdRrsqc
+2Rp qa bR
rs
p dRqrsc (52)
and
RpaR
rs
pbRrcsd = R
p
aR
r s
p bRrcsd −R
p
aR
r s
p bRrdsc (53)
and
Rp qa bR
rs
pcRqrsd = −
1
2
Rp qa bR
rs
pcRrsqd (54a)
Rp qa bR
rs
p cRqsrd = R
p q
a bR
rs
p cRqrsd
−
1
2
Rp qa bR
rs
pcRrsqd (54b)
and
RpqrsRpaqbRrcsd = R
prqsRpaqbRrcsd −R
prqsRpaqbRrdsc
(55)
F. FKWC-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 5
and orders up to 6
The most general expression for a tensor of rank 5
(more precisely of type (0,5)) and of order six or less in
derivatives of the metric tensor is obtained by expanding
it on the FKWC-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank
5 and order 6 or less. This basis is composed of the 9
following elements [1]:
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 5 and order
3 (1 element).
R
5
3,1 : Rabcd;e (56)
- Sub-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank 5 and order
5 (8 elements).
R
5
5,1 : Rab;cde
R
5
5,2 : RabRcd;e R;aRbcde RRabcd;e R
p
a;bRpcde
R ;pab Rpcde R
p
aRpbcd;e R
p q
a bRpcqd;e (57)
Here, we have modified the FKWC-basis of Ref. [1] by
choosing to omit their term Rp ;qa Rpqbc explicitly anti-
symmetric in b and c and which vanishes by contraction
on these indices because it can be expanded as
RpqabRpqcd;e = 2R
p q
a bRpcqd;e − 2R
p q
a bRpdqc;e. (58)
Among the multitude of geometrical identities which
can be obtained for the Riemann monomials of rank 5
and order 5 we only retain
Rp qa bRpqcd;e = R
p q
a bRpcqd;e − R
p q
a bRpdqc;e. (59)
Furthermore, it should be noted that in field theory
calculations at two-loop order in a four dimensional gravi-
tational background or at one-loop order in higher dimen-
sional background, only three of these Riemann monomi-
als of rank 5 are used (Rab;cde, RabRcd;e andR
p q
a bRpcqd;e)
because there is no other Riemann monomial of rank 5
present in the covariant Taylor series expansion of the
Van Vleck-Morette determinant ∆1/2 (see Ref. [7]).
G. FKWC-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank
6 and orders up to 6
The most general expression for a tensor of rank 6
(more precisely of type (0,6)) and of order six or less in
derivatives of the metric tensor is obtained by expanding
it on the FKWC-basis for Riemann polynomials of rank
6 and order 6 or less. This basis is composed of 37 ele-
ments: 1 element in R64,1, 2 elements in R
6
4,2, 1 element
in R66,1, 9 elements in R
6
{2,0}, 6 elements in R
6
{1,1} and 18
elements in R66,3. This basis is fully described in Ref. [1].
In field theory calculations at two-loop order in a four di-
mensional gravitational background or at one-loop order
in higher dimensional background), we only need the 8
7elements of this basis which are present in the covariant
Taylor series expansion of the Van Vleck-Morette deter-
minant ∆1/2 namely (see Ref. [7]):
in R66,1 : Rab;cdef
in R6{2,0} : RabRcd;ef R
p q
a bRpcqd;ef
in R6{1,1} : Rab;cRde;f R
p q
a b;cRpdqe;f
in R66,3 : RabRcdRef RabR
p q
c dRpeqf
RpaqbR
q
crdR
r
epf (60)
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